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Quantitative Methods in Reservoir Engineering, Second Edition, brings together
the critical aspects of the industry to create more accurate models and better
financial forecasts for oil and gas assets. Updated to cover more practical
applications related to intelligent infill drilling, optimized well pattern arrangement,
water flooding with modern wells, and multiphase flow, this new edition helps
reservoir engineers better lay the mathematical foundations for analytical or semianalytical methods in today’s more difficult reservoir engineering applications.
Authored by a worldwide expert on computational flow modeling, this reference
integrates current mathematical methods to aid in understanding more complex
well systems and ultimately guides the engineer to choose the most profitable
well path. The book delivers a valuable tool that will keep reservoir engineers upto-speed in this fast-paced sector of the oil and gas market. Stay competitive with
new content on unconventional reservoir simulation Get updated with new
material on formation testing and flow simulation for complex well systems and
paths Apply methods derived from real-world case studies and calculation
examples
The energy industry is boiling over with changes. Deregulation, new opportunities
in foreign fields and markets and environmental challenges are rushing together
head-on to shape the energy and utilities business of the future. Extremely deep
offshore wells in the Gulf of Mexico and offshore of West Africa are being drilled
at immense cost. Meanwhile China has become a major energy importer and
Russia has become a major exporter. In the U.S., Europe and Japan, renewable
and alternative energy sources are developing quickly, including big
breakthroughs in wind power and fuel cells. This exciting new reference book
covers everything from major oil companies to electric and gas utilities, plus
pipelines, refiners, retailers, oil field services and engineering. Petroleum topics
include upstream and downstream. Additional topics include coal, natural gas
and LNG. More than a dozen statistical tables cover everything from energy
consumption, production and reserves to imports, exports and prices. Next, our
unique profiles of the Energy 500 Firms are also included, with such vital details
as executive contacts by title, revenues, profits, types of business, web sites,
competitive advantage, growth plans and more. Purchasers of either the book or
PDF version can receive a free copy of the company profiles database on CDROM, enabling key word search and export of key information, addresses, phone
numbers and executive names with titles for every company profiled.
Petroleum Production Engineering, A Computer-Assisted Approach provides
handy guidelines to designing, analyzing and optimizing petroleum production
systems. Broken into four parts, this book covers the full scope of petroleum
production engineering, featuring stepwise calculations and computer-based
spreadsheet programs. Part one contains discussions of petroleum production
engineering fundamentals, empirical models for production decline analysis, and
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the performance of oil and natural gas wells. Part two presents principles of
designing and selecting the main components of petroleum production systems
including: well tubing, separation and dehydration systems, liquid pumps, gas
compressors, and pipelines for oil and gas transportation. Part three introduces
artificial lift methods, including sucker rod pumping systems, gas lift technology,
electrical submersible pumps and other artificial lift systems. Part four is
comprised of production enhancement techniques including, identifying well
problems, designing acidizing jobs, guidelines to hydraulic fracturing and job
evaluation techniques, and production optimization techniques. *Provides
complete coverage of the latest techniques used for designing and analyzing
petroleum production systems *Increases efficiency and addresses common
problems by utilizing the computer-based solutions discussed within the book *
Presents principles of designing and selecting the main components of petroleum
production systems
Since 1973, TEXAS MONTHLY has chronicled life in contemporary Texas,
reporting on vital issues such as politics, the environment, industry, and
education. As a leisure guide, TEXAS MONTHLY continues to be the
indispensable authority on the Texas scene, covering music, the arts, travel,
restaurants, museums, and cultural events with its insightful recommendations.
As the shale revolution continues in North America, unconventional resource
markets are emerging on every continent. In the next eight to ten years, more
than 100,000 wells and one- to two-million hydraulic fracturing stages could be
executed, resulting in close to one trillion dollars in industry spending. This
growth has prompted professionals experienced in conventional oil and gas
exploitation and development to acquire practical knowledge of the
unconventional realm. Unconventional Oil and Gas Resources: Exploitation and
Development provides a comprehensive understanding of the latest advances in
the exploitation and development of unconventional resources. With an emphasis
on shale, this book: Addresses all aspects of the exploitation and development
process, from data mining and accounting to drilling, completion, stimulation,
production, and environmental issues Offers in-depth coverage of sub-surface
measurements (geological, geophysical, petrophysical, geochemical, and
geomechanical) and their interpretation Discusses the use of microseismic, fiber
optic, and tracer reservoir monitoring technologies and JewelSuiteTM reservoir
modeling software Presents the viewpoints of internationally respected experts
and researchers from leading exploration and production (E&P) companies and
academic institutions Explores future trends in reservoir technologies for
unconventional resources development Unconventional Oil and Gas Resources:
Exploitation and Development aids geologists, geophysicists, petrophysicists,
geomechanic specialists, and drilling, completion, stimulation, production, and
reservoir engineers in the environmentally safe exploitation and development of
unconventional resources like shale.
Reservoir Engineering Handbook, Fifth Edition, equips engineers and students
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with the knowledge they require to continue maximizing reservoir assets,
especially as more reservoirs become complex, more multilayered, and
unconventional in their extraction method. Building on the solid reputation of the
previous edition, this new volume presents critical concepts, such as fluid flow,
rock properties, water and gas coning, and relative permeability in a
straightforward manner. Water influx calculations, lab tests of reservoir fluids, oil
and gas performance calculations, and other essential tools of the trade are also
introduced, reflecting on today’s operations. New for this edition is an entire new
chapter devoted to enhanced oil recovery techniques, including WAG. Critical
new advances in areas such as well performance, waterflooding and an analysis
of decline and type curves are also addressed, along with more information on
the growing extraction from unconventional reservoirs. Practical and critical for
new practicing reservoir engineers and petroleum engineering students, this book
remains the authoritative handbook on modern reservoir engineering and its
theory and practice. Highlights new content on unconventional reservoir activity,
hydraulic fracturing, and a new chapter devoted to modern enhanced oil recovery
methods and technologies Provides an everyday reference with ‘real world’
examples to help engineers grasp derivations and equations Presents the key
fundamentals needed, including new information on rock properties, fluid
behavior, and relative permeability concepts
A Practical Guide to Piping and Valves for the Oil and Gas Industry covers how
to select, test and maintain the right oil and gas valve. Each chapter focuses on a
specific type of valve with a built-in structured table on valve selection. Covering
both onshore and offshore projects, the book also gives an introduction to the
most common types of corrosion in the oil and gas industry, including CO2, H2S,
pitting, crevice, and more. A model to evaluate CO2 corrosion rate on carbon
steel piping is introduced, along with discussions on bulk piping components,
including fittings, gaskets, piping and flanges. Rounding out with chapters
devoted to valve preservation to protect against harmful environments and
factory acceptance testing, this book gives engineers and managers a muchneeded tool to better understand today’s valve technology. Presents oil and gas
examples and challenges relating to valves, including many illustrations from
valves in different stages of projects Helps readers understand valve materials,
testing, actuation, packing and preservation, also including a new model to
evaluate CO2 corrosion rates on carbon steel piping Presents structured valve
selection tables in each chapter to help readers pick the right valve for the right
project
Advanced Reservoir Engineering offers the practicing engineer and engineering
student a full description, with worked examples, of all of the kinds of reservoir
engineering topics that the engineer will use in day-to-day activities. In an
industry where there is often a lack of information, this timely volume gives a
comprehensive account of the physics of reservoir engineering, a thorough
knowledge of which is essential in the petroleum industry for the efficient
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recovery of hydrocarbons. Chapter one deals exclusively with the theory and
practice of transient flow analysis and offers a brief but thorough hands-on guide
to gas and oil well testing. Chapter two documents water influx models and their
practical applications in conducting comprehensive field studies, widely used
throughout the industry. Later chapters include unconventional gas reservoirs
and the classical adaptations of the material balance equation. * An essential tool
for the petroleum and reservoir engineer, offering information not available
anywhere else * Introduces the reader to cutting-edge new developments in TypeCurve Analysis, unconventional gas reservoirs, and gas hydrates * Written by two
of the industry's best-known and respected reservoir engineers
Like most technical disciplines, environmental science and engineering is
becoming increasingly specialized. As industry professionals focus on specific
environmental subjects they become less familiar with environmental problems
and solutions outside their area of expertise. This situation is compounded by the
fact that many environmental science related terms are confusing. Prefixes such
as bio-, enviro-, hydra-, and hydro- are used so frequently that it is often hard to
tell the words apart. The Environmental Engineering Dictionary and Directory
gives you a complete list of brand terms, brand names, and trademarks - right at
your fingertips.
Includes Part 1, Number 1: Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and
Contributions to Periodicals (January - June)
Reservoir Engineering HandbookGulf Professional Publishing
Standard Handbook of Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering, Third Edition,
provides you with the best, state-of-the-art coverage for every aspect of
petroleum and natural gas engineering. With thousands of illustrations and 1,600
information-packed pages, this handbook is a handy and valuable reference.
Written by dozens of leading industry experts and academics, the book provides
the best, most comprehensive source of petroleum engineering information
available. Now in an easy-to-use single volume format, this classic is one of the
true "must haves" in any petroleum or natural gas engineer's library. A classic for
over 65 years, this book is the most comprehensive source for the newest
developments, advances, and procedures in the oil and gas industry. New to this
edition are materials covering everything from drilling and production to the
economics of the oil patch. Updated sections include: underbalanced drilling;
integrated reservoir management; and environmental health and safety. The
sections on natural gas have been updated with new sections on natural gas
liquefaction processing, natural gas distribution, and transport. Additionally there
are updated and new sections on offshore equipment and operations, subsea
connection systems, production control systems, and subsea control systems.
Standard Handbook of Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering, Third Edition, is
a one-stop training tool for any new petroleum engineer or veteran looking for a
daily practical reference. Presents new and updated sections in drilling and
production Covers all calculations, tables, and equations for every day petroleum
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engineers Features new sections on today's unconventional resources and
reservoirs
Prevention of Actuator Emissions in the Oil and Gas Industry delivers a critical reference for oil
and gas engineers and managers to get up-to-speed on all the factors in actuator fugitive
emissions. Packed with a selection process, the benefits of switching to an electric system,
and the technology around open and closed loop hydraulic systems helps today's engineer
understand all their options. Rounding with a detailed explanation around High Integrity
Pressure Protection Systems (HIPPS), this book gives provides the knowledge necessary to
lower emissions on today’s equipment. Gives readers all they need to understand all the
sources and key factors contributing to fugitive emissions and leakage from oil and gas
actuators Teaches how to select environmentally friendly actuators, particularly all electric
systems Introduces the High Integrity Pressure Protection System (HIPPS) and the ways it
reduces flaring
Prevention of Valve Fugitive Emissions in the Oil and Gas Industry delivers a critical reference
for oil and gas engineers and managers to get up-to-speed on all factors surrounding valve
fugitive emissions. New technology is included on monitoring, with special attention given to
valve seals which are typically the biggest emitting factor on the valve. Proper testing
requirements to mitigate future leaks are also covered. Rounding out with international
standards, laws and specifications to apply to projects around the world, this book gives
today’s engineers updated knowledge on how to lower emissions on today’s equipment.
Helps readers understand the sources and key factors that contribute to fugitive emissions and
leakage from oil and gas valves Teaches ways to select proper seals and perform valve testing
to mitigate future emissions Includes international standards, laws and specifications to help
readers stay compliant and environmentally responsible
This title covers a wide range of topics related to the Pressure Volume Temperature (PVT)
behavior of complex hydrocarbon systems and documents the ability of Equations of State
(EOS) in modeling their behavior. The main objective of this book is to provide the practicing
engineer and engineering student with tools needed to solve problems that require a
description of the PVT of hydrocarbon systems from their compositions. Because of the
dramatic evolution in computational capabilities, petroleum engineers can now study such
phenomena as the development of miscibility during gas injection, compositional gradient as a
function of depth and the behavior near critical hydrocarbon systems with more sophisticated
EOS models.
Completions are the conduit between hydrocarbon reservoirs and surface facilities. They are a
fundamental part of any hydrocarbon field development project. The have to be designed for
safely maximising the hydrocarbon recovery from the well and may have to last for many years
under ever changing conditions. Issues include: connection with the reservoir rock, avoiding
sand production, selecting the correct interval, pumps and other forms of artificial lift, safety
and integrity, equipment selection and installation and future well interventions. * Course book
based on course well completion design by TRACS International * Unique in its field: Coverage
of offshore, subsea, and landbased completions in all of the major hydrocarbon basins of the
world. * Full colour

Piping and valve engineers rely on common industrial standards for selecting and
maintaining valves, but these standards are not specific to the subsea oil and gas
industry. Subsea Valves and Actuators for the Oil and Gas Industry delivers a needed
reference to go beyond the standard to specify how to select, test, and maintain the
right subsea oil and gas valve for the project. Each chapter focuses on a specific type
of valve with a built-in structured table on valve selection, helping guide the engineer to
the most efficient valve. Covering subsea-specific protection, the reference also gives
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information on high pressure protection systems (HIPPS) and discusses corrosion
management within the subsea sector, such as Hydrogen Induced Stress Cracking
Corrosion (HISC). Additional benefits include understanding the concept of different
safety valves in subsea, selecting different valves and actuators located on subsea
structures such as Christmas trees, manifolds, and HIPPS modules, with a full detail
review including sensors, logic solver, and solenoid which is designed to save cost and
improve the reliability in the subsea system. Rounding out with chapters on factory
acceptance testing (FAT) and High Integrity Pressure Protection Systems (HIPPS),
Subsea Valves and Actuators for the Oil and Gas Industry gives subsea engineers and
managers a much-needed tool to better understand today’s subsea technology.
Understand practical information about all types of subsea valves and actuators with
over 600 visuals and several case studies Learn and review the applicable standards
and specifications from API and ISO in one convenient location Protect your assets with
a high-pressure protection system (HIPPS) and subsea-specific corrosion management
including Hydrogen Induced Stress Cracking Corrosion (HISC)
Unpredictable, unwanted, and costly, oil and gas well fishing is not a typical practice for
drilling, workover and completion projects, but roughly one in every five wells
experience this intervention. To stay on top, The Guide to Oilwell Fishing Operations,
Second Edition will keep fishing tool product managers, drilling managers and all other
well intervention specialists keyed in to all the latest tools, techniques and rules of
thumb critical to conventional and complex wellbore projects, such as extended reach
horizontal wells, thru-tubing, and coiled tubing operations. Strengthened with updated
material and a new chapter on wellbore cleaning, The Guide to Oilwell Fishing
Operations, Second Edition ensures that the life of the well will be saved no matter the
unforeseen circumstances. Crucial aspects include: Enhancements with updated
equipment, technology, and a new chapter on wellbore cleaning methods Additional
input from worldwide service companies, providing a more comprehensive balance
Remains the only all-inclusive guide exclusively devoted to fishing tools, techniques,
and rules of thumb Remodeled with latest jars on the market, catch tools, and retrieving
stuck packers with cutting technology Improved with information on methods such as
sidetracking and plug-and-abandon operations Modernized with approaches and tactics
on more advanced well projects such as high-angle deviated and horizontal wells and
expandable casing technology to repair casing failure and leaks.
Practical Wellbore Hydraulics and Hole Cleaning presents a single resource with
explanations, equations and descriptions that are important for wellbore hydraulics,
including hole cleaning. Involving many moving factors and complex issues, this book
provides a systematic and practical summary of solutions, thus helping engineers
understand calculations, case studies and guidelines not found anywhere else. Topics
such as the impact of temperature and pressure of fluid properties are covered, as are
vertical and deviated-from-vertical hole cleaning differences. The importance of bit
hydraulics optimization, drilling fluid challenges, pressure drop calculations, downhole
properties, and pumps round out the information presented. Packed with example
calculations and handy appendices, this book gives drilling engineers the tools they
need for effective bit hydraulics and hole cleaning operation design. Provides practical
techniques to ensure hole cleaning in both vertical and deviated wells Addresses errors
in predictive wellbore hydraulic modeling equations and provides remedies Teaches
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how to improve the economic efficiencies of drilling oil and gas wells using calculations,
guidelines and case studies
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